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WE WORK in the category of finite CW complexes, writing L < K if L is a subcomplex of K, and 
writing K ~ L if L < K and K deformation retracts to L. The Whitehead group of the group G is 
denoted Wh(G). If K xt L then r(K, L) E Wh(~'tL) denotes the Whitehead torsion of the pair 
(K, L). We shall assume a basic knowledge of Whitehead torsion theory. (See [1] or [8] for 
background material.) 
The purpose of this paper is to study the problem of realizing Whitehead torsion elements by 
relative 2-complexes: If ~'o E Wh(rr,L) then we define the dimension of I"o by 
dim ro = inf{dim(K - L)IK ~ L and ~'(K, L) = to}. 
(A priori, dim ~'o seems to depend on L rather than just ,r,L and would perhaps be better defined for 
elements of Wh(L), [1, §6]. We shall show (2.6) that it is, in fact, well defined.) It is well known 
(2.1) that ~o=0 if dim ~o-<1 and that, in any case, dim ~'o--<3 for all complexes L and all 
~'o ~ Wh(rr,L). Thus, if ~'o # 0, dim ro equals 2 or 3. But it is quite difficult o determine, for any 
given non-zero torsion, which of these dimensions occurs. 
Our main technical result is Theorem 1(to be stated shortly) which characterizes the dimension of 
a torsion element in terms of a family of problems concerning presentations of group extensions. O.
S. Rothaus [ 10] has solved these problems for certain elements in Wh(D,) (D~ = dihedral group of 
order I0). His work, combined with Theorem 1, allows one to conclude that there exist torsion 
elements of dimension 3.(I know none of dimension 2 !) An immediate consequence of this, using the 
connection between CW complexes and handlebodies, ([11; p. 83]) is given by 
THEOREM 2. There exist groups G and torsion elements ~o ~ Wh(G) such that, i[ [ W, M, M'] is 
any h-cobordism with ,r,M -~ G and z( W, M) = ~o, then every presentation of Was a handlebody 
relative to M, W = (M x I) U H, U . . .  O Hq, contains handles o[ index 3 or greater. 
A less immediate consequence (derived in §3) of the existence of 3-dimensional torsion elements 
is given by 
THEOREM 3. For every integer n >-- 3 there exists a compact contractible polyhedron X" such that 
X" x I is not PL collapsible. 
E. C. Zeeman[14] conjectured that no such polyhedron exists when n = 2. The work 
described here started when the author asked himself what invariant could possibly detect he 
fact that such an X × I is not collapsible. The answer given by the proof of Theorem 3 is, 
roughly, that if K ~L  and X = (cone L)U K then dim r(K, L) can be used to detect the 
non-collapsibility of X x L Ironically, a complex of the form (cone L)U K with r(K, L )# 0 
must be at least 3-dimensional. So Zeeman's conjecture for 2-complexes still stands. 
We proceed toward the statement of Theorem 1: 
Let G be a group and let F = F(xt . . . .  x,) be the free group generated by the elements xt . . . . .  xn. 
Let N be the smallest normal subgroup containing Fin the free product G*F. Suppose r, . . . .  r, E N 
tThe author was partially supported by NSF contracts while engaged in this work. 
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and R is the smallest normal subgroup of G*F  containing {r, . . . .  r. }. Then R C N and the natural 
projection G*F~ G with kernel N gives rise to a split short exact sequence 
N G*F  . G~I .  
Thus H=(G*F) /R  is a split extension of G. We say that ~ =(G, x, . . . .  x, :r, . . . .  r.) is a 
presentation of H, or that ~ determines the extension H. This extension is said to be proper if 
H# sG and is said to be trivial if H = sG. We are vitally interested in whether or not a given 
presentation ~ determines a proper extension. 
We associate to ~ an n x n matrix A = A(~)  with entries p, ~ Z(G) (= the integral group 
ring of G) as follows: N may be written ([6], p. 224) as a free product 
N = *{gFg-'lg E G}= F({gx~g-'lg E G, 1 <-j <- n}), since F = F(x, . . . .  x.). 
Thus each r~ is uniquely expressible as a reduced word, 
qJ qt 
r, I-I(g'kx,kg~')"" I-I . , - - I  = = gikx ;i g ik, 
k- - I  kffil 
where g~k ~ G, n~, E Z, x~k E {x, . . . .  x.}. We define p, to be the sum, taken over all k such that 
1 _< k < q, and x~ = xj, of the elements n,kg~k. Thus 
A ( , ) = (p,, ) = ( ,~  , n,~g,,) . 
This matrix has various interpretations (§4) and has the property (4.1) that if A (~)  is not 
invertible (i.e. A (~)  ~ GL(n, ZG)) then H is a proper extension of G. The difficulty occurs 
when A(~)  is invertible. 
Definition. ~ =(G, x, . . . .  x , : r ,  . . . .  r,) is an admissible presentation of the extension 
H = (G*F)/R of G iff A (~)  is invertible. 
THEO~M 1. Suppose that L is a finite connected CW complex, G = 7r~L, and ~o E Wh(G). 
Then dim ro = 3 if and only if every admissible presentation ~ of an extension of G, with the 
property that r (A (~))  = - 7o, determines a proper extension of G. 
[Note: We have learned that W. Metzler has independently proved a form of this theorem in a 
paper [7] to appear in the Crelle Journal. See §4.] 
Theorem 1 immediately implies that the following two conjectures are equivalent. 
CONJECTURE A. I f  ~ is an admissible presentation of an extension H of a finitely presentable 
group G and ~'o = ¢(A(~))  # 0 E Wh(G) then H is a proper extension of G. 
CONJECrORE A'. I f  L is a finite connected CW complex and 0 ~ Zo E Wh(rr, L)  then dim ro = 3. 
We prove Theorem 1 in §2 and Theorem 3 in §3. In §4 background information and examples 
concerning Conjecture A are given. 
I have had the benefit of enlightening algebraic onversations with Keith Dennis and Oscar 
Rothaus. And I am grateful once again to Robert Connelly for helpful comments, and especially 
for constructing the representation f (4.5) which early influenced my thoughts in these matters. 
§2. REALIZING WHITEHEAD TORSION ELEMENTS 
In this section we study the realizability of Whitehead torsion elements and, in particular, we 
prove Theorem 1 which characterizes the dimension of a torsion element in terms of group 
extensions. 
LEMMA 2.1. I f  0 # ¢o E Wh(rr,L) then 2 -< dim to-< 3. 
Proof. Suppose K ~ L and ¢(K, L) = ¢o. Dim (K - L) ~ 0 because K "~t L. Dim (K - L ) # 1 
because, if this dimension were l, we would have K = Lv(tree), so that r(K, L )=0.  Thus 
dim (K - L) -> 2. On the other hand, using a matrix A such that z(A) = ro (say A is n x n), one 
can construct a relative 3-complex K such that K -t~ L and r(K, L) = to. This is done by first 
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attaching n 2-ceils trivially to L at the base-point for ¢rt(L) and then attaching n 3-cells 
according to the rows of A. (See (8.7) and (20.5) of [1] for details.) Thus dim ro -< 3. [] 
Since we shall need the construction alluded to in the last proof we spell it out a bit more 
explicitly. We write 
K,=L  U~/  e[ 
l - I  
for the complex constructed by trivially attaching n r-cells to L at the base point. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose K = L O ~/ el U 0 "÷' r p e~ , >_1. Let : I (~K be the universal 
j - I  i~ l  
covering and let L = p -t L. Then K "hi L if and only if 
(1) i .  : zr~L -~ ¢r,K is an isomorphism (i = inclusion map) and 
(2) The boundary operator d in the cellular chain complex C(K, L), 
0-,  C,+,(R, £) ~ , C,(R, £)-*  O, 
is an isomorphism. 
Moreover, if (1) and (2) are satisfied, and irA ~ GL(n, Z(~r,L)) is the matrix, with respect to 
standard bases, of d viewed as a homomorphism of free Z(Ir,L) modules then r(K, L )= 
(-1)'r(A). 
Proof. Clearly d is an isomorphism if and only if C(/~, L) is acyclic; i.e. if and only if 
H.(/~, L) = 0. Thus, K "hi L ::>/~ "~ L ::> (1) and (2) are true. 
Conversely, (1) implies that i is the universal cover of L (l; (3.13)], and (2) implies that 
H.(/~,/~) = 0. So, using the Hurewicz theorem, H,(/~, L) = 0 ::> or.(/(,/~) = 0 ::> ¢r.(K, L) = 
O~K~L.  
The final assertion follows immediately from the definition of r(K, L). (See [l] § 19 and (17.1).) 
[] 
The next lemma explains how the matrix A (9 ~) of the Introduction arises from topological 
considerations. An algebraic interpretation f this matrix is given in §4. 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose that L is a finite complex, G = or,L, and w,, w: . . . . .  w, E G. Suppose 
that 
K = L U ~/ e~' U O e, Z= K, U O e, 2, 
jm l  i s !  iR I  
where the e~  are attached trivially at base point e°~ L, representing the elements 
x~ E w ~(Ki) = G* F(x, . . . . .  x,), and where the e~ 2are attached to Kz according to words re of the 
form 
ql 
(*) r, = FI g,k(x,~wgt)"gg', 
kml  
with g~k ~ G, n,k E Z, x~ =x~ for some ] (1-<]-<n), and w~ = wj (same j). Assume that 
a :L -~K and fl :K,->K are inclusions with a, :cr ,L  ~¢r,K an isomorphism and a,(wj)= 
[3,(x~), l<-j <-n. Then the matrix (d)=(p,~) of the cellular chain complex C(I~, I~) of the 
universal covering pair (/(',/.~), viewed as a Z(G) module, 
c(R, £): o-~ G(R, £)--, c,(R, £) - ,o  
has as (i, j) entry the element 
p,, = ~ {n,~g,~[x,~ = x. 1 -k  -<g,} E Z(O). 
Proof. We choose paths wj: (I, J )~(L,  eo), g,~:(I,])~(L,e°), and x j : ( I , ] )~(K ,  eo) to 
represent the given homotopy classes of the same names. Let r,: ./z~ K, be the map such that 
ri(i z-  (I x 0)) = e ° and r~[I × 0 is the concatenation f paths given by equation (*). Assume that 
xj has been chosen to be a characteristic map for ej' and let ¢~: I s--, K be a characteristic map for 
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e/with ~1./" = r, Choose a base point ~° above e ° and lifts ,~,, $, with ,~(0, 0) = $~(0) = ~o. Then 
¢,, ,f~ determine generators of C~(/~, L) = H2(/~,/~,) and Ct(/(,/S) = H,(/~,,/S), which we denote 
by ~,~, ~/. In this setting d: C~(/~, L )~ C,(/~, /:) is given by 
d (~2) = (¢, laP).  (generator of H, (M2)) = ~ p,j~i~, 
i 
where P~i E Z(G) gives the incidence members of (,~,l,gP)=e, with respect to the lifts 
g~j~(g E G -~ group of covering transformations of K). 
To compute p~ notice that any lift of the closed loop (x~w~-~) *-' is a closed loop since, by 
hypothesis, the loops x~ and w~ are homotopic in K. Thus any lift of g~k(X~kW~t)'~g~ ~ starting at ~o 
consists of (1) the path g~ in L from ~o to g~(e°), followed (2) (say in the case n~ < 0) by the path 
which, In,~l times, runs along the lift of ff~ in L from g~(e °) to (g~wa)(e °) and then backwards 
along that lift .f~ of x~ which begins at g~(e°), followed (3) by running back down g~ in/~ from 
g~(e °) to e °. Hence, as f~ is traversed, the contribution of g~(x~w~)",,g~ ~ to d(~ 2) is precisely 
n~g~ ~ where ' - e,~- e/. Therefore 
as claimed. [] 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1 of the Introduction. 
(2.4) Necessity in statement of Theorem 1 
Suppose that 0 # ro E Wh(zr~L). Denote G = (~r~L ). Suppose that there exists an admissible 
presentation ~ = (G, x, . . . .  x, : r~ . . . . .  r,) o/an extension o/ G such that (1) z(A (~))  = - ~o and 
(2) .~ determines the trivial extension o/ G. Then dim (to)= 2. 
Proo[. Let (K, L) be the CW pair which represents ~. K is gotten by attaching cells to L as in 
the hypothesis of (2.3), with each w~ = 1. Since ~ determines the trivial extension of G, each 
x~ = 1 E lr,K and i . :  ~r,L --~ ~',K. By (2.3), A (~)  is the matrix of d: C2(/~, £ )~ C,(/~, /~). 
Then d is an isomorphism, since ~ is admissible, and it follows from (2.2) that K "~ L. Also by 
(2.2), z(K, L) = - ~'(A (~)) = ~'o. Thus zo has been realized by a relative 2-complex. [] 
(2.5) Sufficiency in statement of Theorem 1 
Suppose ro E Wh(zrjL) with dim ro = 2. Denote G = Ir,L. Then there exists an admissible 
presentation Y~ = (G, x~ . . . .  Xn : r~ . . . .  r.) such that (1) ~'(A (~) = - ro and (2) 9 B determines the 
trivial extension of G. 
Proof By hypothesis, there is a complex K ~ L such that ~'(K, L) = zo and dim (K - L) = 2. 
We may assume (by [1]; (7.4)) that 
K = L U ~/ ej' U O e~2= K, U U e~ 2, 
j= l  i= l  
where the attaching map for the cell e/represents some word r'~ E ~r~(K~) = G*F(x,  . . . .  x.). Let 
R' be the normal subgroup of G*F(x~ . . . .  x.) generated by {r'~ . . . .  r~,}. Then, if a: L --)K and 
/3: K~-+ K are inclusions and r: K-+ L is a homotopy inverse to a, we have the commutative 
diagram 
I~R '  ~G*F(x , , . .  Xn) ~* • ) 7r~K~l,  
(r lK,) ,  
a / 
where the top row is exact by Van Kampen's theorem. Thus R '= kernel (rlK,).. But. if 
(rIKO.(x~)=wi E G. then kernel (rtK,) .  is the normal subgroup N' of G*F(x, . . . .  x.) 
generated by {x ,w, - ' . . . .  x.w.-'}. This is because there is a commutative diagram 
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G*F(xt . . . .  x,) ~ ' G 
h [~-  I 
G*F(xl  . . . .  x.) (. It,).  G 
83 
where ,r ig = h[G = I~, ,r(x~) = 1, h(xD = x~wf', for all j; and kernel ,r is well-known to be the 
normal subgroup generated by {x, . . . .  x. }. Hence R'  = N '  and each r', may be written in the form 
qj 
r', = I-I g,k ( X~k W ~l)"~g ~ ', 1 < i <- n, 
k=l  
where xa = wa in Ir,K. 
From (2.3) it now follows that the given torsion 70 = ~'(K, L)  is equal to -r((p~j)) where 
P,I = X {n,~g,k [X,k = Xl, 1 < k < q~ }. Now let 
ql 
r, = I'-[ g'kx)'g~ ' 
k- I  
and 
=(G,x ,  . . . .  x.: r, . . . .  r.). 
Clearly r (A(~) )  = - ~'o and we can see, by using the isomorphism h above, that ~ determines 
the trivial extension of G. Thus we have found a presentation ~ with the desired properties. [] 
We have proved Theorem 1 of the Introduction. An immediate consequence of this is 
COaOLLAI~Y 2.6. (a) I [ / :  G = Ir,(L )-~ G '= ~r,(L') is a group homomorphism inducing [ . :  
Wh(G)~Wh(G' )  and if roe  Wh(G) with dim~'o=2 then d im/ . ( ro )=2.  (b) I f /  is an 
isomorphism then dim ~. = dim [ . ( r )  for all r ~ Wh(G). 
Proof Suppose .~ =(G,  x, . . . .  x.: r, . . . .  r.) determines the trivial extension of G, with 
~r(A(~)) = -~'o. Let [=  (f* 1): G*F(x, . . . .  x . )~  G'*F(x, . . . .  x.). Each x~ ~ G*F is a product 
of conjugates of the r. so each x1 E G '*F  is a product of conjugates of the [(r,). Hence 
~ '=(G ' ,  x, . . . .  x.: [(r,) . . . .  [(r.))  determines the trivial extension of G' .  Clearly 
A(~ ' )  =/ . (A (~) ) ,  so r (A(~ ' ) )= r ( / .A (~) )=f .z (A(~) )=[ . ( -~ 'o )= -[ .0"o).  Thus dim 
[,(to) = 2. 
Assertion (b) follows from (a) and (2.1). [] 
Note. In view of (2.6), it makes sense to talk about dim ~'o for any element *'o in the Whitehead 
group of a finitely presented group. 
Let D, denote the dihedral group of order 2n. O. S. Rothaus has proved [10] that Conjecture A
of the Introduction is true for certain elements ~'o E Wh(D~). (The odd powers of the example he 
gives are also examples.) This, combined with Theorem 1 and Corollary (2.6), yields 
(2.7) There exist infinitely many finitely presented groups G and Whitehead torsion elements 
• o E Wh(G) such that dim ~'o = 3. [] 
§3. THE FALSITY OF ZEEMAN'S CONJECTURE IN HIGH DIMENSIONS 
The purpose of this section is to prove 
THEOREM 3. For every integer n >3 there exists a compact, contractible n-dimensional 
polyhedron X"  such that X" x I is not PL collapsible. 
We shall need the following useful lemma from PL topology. We include a proof since we 
have not seen one elsewhere. 
If L < K is a simplicial pair, we denote 
N(L,  K)  = {A • K iA  is the face of a simplex of K which meets L}, 
K '= first derived subdivision of K, 
,,i = barycenter of simplex A, 
HK (A) = N(,,{, K") = the "handle" in K determined by the simplex A. 
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(3.1). ~[ Lo < L < K < J are finite simplicial complexes and 
K ~ L (simplicial collapse) then ]N(K", J")[ ~ I L" U N(L'~, J")l. 
Remark. The collapse given by the conclusion of (3.1) can be taken to be simplicial (without 
further subdivision), but we will only exhibit a PL collapse. 
Proof We proceed "handle" by "handle" as in Whitehead's classical method of shelling in 
manifolds. Consider first the case where there is an elementary simplicial collapse from K to L ; 
say there are simplexes A, B and a vertex a such that K = L U A, A = aB and A tq L = a/~. 
Then 
N(K",J")=[N(L",J") U H~(A)] U Hj(B), 
where Hj(A) and Hi(B) are cones from .4 and/~. Moreover (see the displayed equations on p. 
63(a) of [5]), [N(L", J9  U H~(A)] N Hj(B) and N(L", J") t) Hj(A) are collapsible polyhedra in 
the base of these cones. But [1; (5.4), (5.1A)], whenever Xo is a collapsible subpolyhedron of X, 
then vX N vXo ",~ Xo. Applying this twice, we have 
N(K",J") ~ N(L",J") U Hj(A) x~ N(L",J"). 
In general, if K N L in n elementary simplicial collapses then one applies the results of the 
preceding paragraph n times to get a collapse N(K", J") ~ N(L", J'). 
In order to collapse N(L",J") to 
N(L'~, J') O L" = N(L'~, J") U [..J {H,(A)IA E L - Lo} 
we order the simplexes of L -Lo  as AI, A2 . . . .  A, with dimA~<dimAi÷,. Let 
L, = Lo t.J A, t3 . . .  U A,. Let D(A,, S) denote the dual cell to A, in S (S = L or J). Then, by the 
arguments of [5; p. 225-226], (Hj(At), HL(At)) is PL equivalent to At x (D(A, J), D(At, L)). 
Under this PL equivalence Hj(At) Cl [N(L'[_,, J") U L'q corresponds to [OAt x D(A, J)] U 
(At x D(A,, L)). But D(At, J) collapses to its subcone D(At, L), so by (8.3) of [2], 
A, x D(At, J) ~ [OAt x D(At, J)] U [A, x D(A,, L)]. 
Hence 
N(L'~,J") U L" = N(L'~_,,J '~) U L" U Hj(A,) xa N(L'[_,,J") U L". 
By induction it follows that N(L ", J'~ N N(L~, J'3 U L ". [] 
Prop[of theorem 3. By (2.7) there is a finitely presented group G and an element ro ~ Wh(G) 
with dim ro = 3. Let n -> 3 and let y,-1 be a compact polyhedron with ~r~ Y"-I = G. Proceeding as 
in (2.3) (and using the fact [13 §15] that a CW complex constructed by attaching I" to a simplicial 
complex by a simplicial map of al" may be subdivided to a simplicial complex), there 
is a polyhedron Zo such that ZoXt Y, dim (Zo- Y) --- 3, and r(Zo, Y)=ro. Let 
Z=((Yx I )UZox l ) )CZoxL  and identify Zo = Zo x {0}, Y= Y x {0}. Then 
Zo 7 (Zo x I) N [Y x I U Zo x {1}] = Z, rel Y. Thus r(Z, Y) = r(Zo, Y) = ro where Y is collared 
in Z and dim (Z - Y) --- n. Let X = vY U Z. Since Z %, Y, X is a contractible n-dimensional 
polyhedron. We shall show that X x I is not collapsible. 
Suppose X x I is collapsible. Triangulate (X x L v x I) by the pair (K, Lo) where K is 
simplicially collapsible. Start to collapse K by collapses of decreasing dimension [12; p. 248], but 
stop as soon as all of the 3-simplexes (and some of their 2-dimensional faces) are gone. This gives 
a collapse of K to a 2-complex L which contains the entire 1-skeleton K 1. In particular Lo < L. 
Therefore, by the preceding Lemma, [K"[ N [N(L'~, K')[ U IL"[. But IN(L';, K'31 is just a 
regular neighborhood of ILgl = v x/ ,  in X x L and vY x I is another such regular neighborhood 
of v x I (using the fact that Y x I is bicollared in Z x L so that the Stellar Neighborhood Theorem, 
(6.1(c)) of [2], applies). Thus there is a PL homeomorphism taking IN(L;, K'31 onto vY x L The 
collapse above then gets carried over to a collapse X x I "~ (vY x I) U W 2, for some W ~ < Z x L 
Ignoring (Int vY) x L this gives a collapse Z x I N (Y x I) U W ~. Hence 
r (ZxL  Yx I )=r (Yx I  U W 2 ,Yx I )  
so r(Z x I, Y x I) has dimension 2. But, clearly r(Z x I, Y x I) = i.r(Z, Y) = i.(ro) where 
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i: Y - - ,Yx l  by i(y)=(y,O). Since i is a homotopy equivalence, 2.6(b) implies that 
dim ro = dim i.(ro) = 2. However, this contradicts the choice of to. Therefore X x I could not 
have been collapsible after all. [] 
§4. INTERPRETATIONS, PROPOSITIONS, EXAMPLES AND QUESTIONS 
A topological interpretation of the matrix A(~)  as the matrix of the boundary operator in 
C(K, L) was given in (2.3). There (K, L) is a CW pair representing ~, with the usual relations r, 
generalized to relations r', with extra terms w~' thrown in. This matrix can be expressed in terms 
of the Fox free differential calculus [F ,  F:]. For if one computes the Fox derivatives 
where 
(*) 
l<_i,j<_n, 
t _ r , -  11 g,k (x,~ w ~')"g ~', 
k 
one gets precisely the entries of A(~).  This computation allows one to get from Metzler's 
theorem [7; part III], which is given in terms of the Fox matrix, to our statement of Theorem 1, 
upon observing (as in the proof of (2.5)) that the r', which occur as attaching maps do indeed have 
the form (*). 
A tractable algebraic interpretation of A (~)  is given by the fact that G acts on N by 
conjugation. In fact, G permutes the natural basis {gx~g-'} of the free group N. Let q: N ~ N,b be 
the abelianization homomorphism. Denote q(x)= .~. Then N.b is the free abelian group on 
{q(gx~g-J)lg ~ G, 1 <- i <- n}. And G acts on N,b to make it into a free ZG-module on {.~, . . . .  .~,} 
if we define 
In particular, 
= q g,~x ~,g ~ 
q~ 
k=l 
) 
J ' |  X xl nl~ik Xj. 
Since the sum in parentheses is, by definition, the (i,/)-entry of A (~) we see that A (~) is also 
characterized by the equation 
= A(~) .  
It will be useful to note that if S is a normal subgroup of G*F and S C N then q(S) is a 
submodule of N,b. For, if f E q(S) and g E G then g.g=q(gsg- ' )E  q(S); and if 
g,, ~2 E q(S) then g , -  g~ = q(s,s2-') ~ q(S). 
PROPOSmON (4.1). I[ A (~) o: GL(n, ZG) then H# G. 
Proof. If H = G then R = N. Thus, for each ] (1 -<j -< n) we have 
xj = I I  ~,r~,,~:j~', r~, E {r, . . . .  r,}, ~:j, ~ G'F ,  mr, E Z. 
I 
Since the elements of G are a set of coset representatives with respect o N, each ~j, = g,y~, for 
some g, ~ G, y, E N. Hence 
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m - - !  - - !  
xj = 1-I gjl(yilr~,J'yj, )git , 
I 
1 
-- ~ (m;~,). e~, 
1 
If aj, denotes the sum in parentheses then the matrix (a~p)~j.~n is a left inverse to A(¢) .  It is 
then also [91 a right inverse. Hence A(~)  E GL(n, ZG). [] 
Hereafter we assume that A (~)  ~ GL(n, ZG)--i.e., that ~ is admissible. Thus ~ . . . .  ?n is a 
basis of the ZG module N,b, and A(~)  is the matrix expressing this basis in terms of the basis 
PROPOSrnON (4.2). (N /R)  is a perfect group (i.e. (N/R),b = 0). 
Proo/. Consider the following commutative diagram 
R ' ,N  ~N[R 
N.b '~  (NlR)ab 
where i is the inclusion map and q, q',  ~r, 7r' are the natural maps. S ince/ (R)  = qi(R) is a 
submodule and contains the basis ~ . . . .  ?n, f is onto. Hence r r ' / i s  onto. But ~r'f = q'~ri = O. 
Hence (N /R ),b = O. [] 
COROLLARY (4.3). Gab = Hab. Proof: H is the semidirect product of G and (N[R). Thus 
H,b = (N/R),b ~) G,b = G,b (where (N/R) is an appropriate quotient of (N/R).  [] 
This immediately ields 
COROLLARY (4.4). I[ G is abelian then (N /R)  = ker(H--->~ G) = [H, H]. [] 
The preceding results indicate that, for admissible presentations, one will not be able to 
trivially conclude that H# G. We give now some examples to show why one might expect that 
H~ G. We start with the simplest presentation corresponding to the simplex matrix representing 
the simplest orsion known to mankind. 
Example (4.5). Let 
G = Z/(5) = {1, g, g2, g3, g,}, 
• ~ = (G, x: (Ix l-')(gx-~g-t)(g~xg-2)) = (G, x: xgx-'gxg-2), 
A =A(ga)=( l -g+g z) ~ GL(1,ZG).  
Then the group H determined by ~ is a proper extension of G. 
Proof (due to R. Connelly). Consider the homomorphism h of H to the symmetric group on 5 
elements given by h (g) = (12345), h (x) = (21435). One checks mechanically that h (xgx-~gxg -2) = 
1, so that h is well-defined. Since h(x) ~ 1, x~ 1. But the homomorphism H~G is a retraction 
and sends x to I. Thus x~ G. Hence H~ G. [] 
This example generates an example for each torsion (including 0) in Wh(Z[(5)) according to 
PaoPosmoN 4.6. I /G  is a group for which there is one admissible presentation ~ = (G, x,, 
. . .  x, : rt . . . .  rn) which determines a proper extension of G, then/or every ro E Wh(G) there is an 
admissible presentation ~'  = ~'(ro), with ~-(A (.~')) = to, which determines a proper extension of 
G. 
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Remark (4.5) and (4.6) do not suffice to prove Conjecture A for any ro E Wh(Z/(5)), since that 
conjecture asserts that all admissible presentations for a given torsion must yield proper 
extensions• Rothaus[10] points out that his results do not apply to finite abelian groups. 
Proo/. Let A(g~)=(p,) .  Thus ~, =Y.p~j. Let (it,,) be an invertible matrix such that 
J 
r((tz,)) = ~'o- r(A (~)). We may assume (by adding generators x' and relations r' = x' to ~, or an 
identity matrix to (/~,)) that (p,) and (/z,) are both n x n matrices. 
If # = Y. amgm E Z(G), let us denote 
m 
Let 
Then 
tz . r, = I'I gmr,°-g,,-' E N, i >>_ i <<_ n. 
ra  
r ;=  ]"I/~t, "re E N. 
i 
Therefore, the presentation ~ '  =(G, x, . . . .  x,: r{ . . . .  r') has matrix A(Y~')=(lz,)(p,) with 
torsion to. Finally note that ~ '  gives a proper extension of G, since the normal subgroup 
generated by {r{ . . . .  r'} is clearly contained in the normal subgroup generated by {r, . . . .  r. }, [] 
In trying to prove that all presentations ~ with r(A (~))  equal to a given torsion ~'o E Wh(G) 
determine proper extensions of G, it might be useful to know that one need only check 
presentations corresponding to a single (finite) matrix A representing to. Our best result along 
these lines is given by the following definition and proposition. 
Definition. An invertible Z(G) - matrix A is extensive if every presentation ~ with A (.~) = A 
determines a proper extension of G. 
PROPOSmON 4.7. Suppose that A ~ GL(n, ZG) and that, for every finite identity matrix L the 
matrix A '=(O ~) is extensive. Then, any invertiblematrix Bwi thr (A)=z(B)  isextensive. 
Proof. Suppose r (A)= r(B). Then A can be transformed into B by a finite sequence of 
operations of the following types: (a) add a new row and column, each consisting of all zeroes 
except for a last entry of 1. (a)' Delete the last row and last column if each of these consists of all 
zeroes, except for a final 1. (b) Multiply a row by +-g(g E G). (c) Add a group ring multiple of one 
row to another. 
It is easy to see that, in transforming A to B all the operations of type (a) may be done first. 
Suppose there are q of these, and let A '  = (A  Oi), where l is the (q x q) identity matrix. By 
hypothesis, A '  is extensive. Thus this proposition will follow by induction if we can prove that 
operations (a)', (b) and (c) change extensive matrices to extensive matrices. 
(a'): Suppose C is an extensive matrix and D is gotten from C by operation (a'). Let 
~' = (G, x, . . . .  x.: r~ . . . .  r,) be any presentation with A(9 ~) = D. Then the presentation ~ '  = (G, 
Xj  . . . .  X,,, X,,+~: r t  . . . .  r,, x,+,) has A(~ ' )= C. Thus ~" determines a proper extension of G. 
Clearly this is the same extension that 9 ~ determines. Hence, D is extensive. 
(b): Suppose C is extensive and D is gotten from C by multiplying the ith row by eg (g E G, 
e = _ 1). Let ~ = (G, x, . . . .  x,: r, . . . .  r,) be any presentation with A(~)  = D. Then 9 a' = (G, x~, 
• .. x, : rz . . . . .  g-~r,'g . . . .  r,) has A(~ ' )  = C and determines the same extension as 9 a. Thus D is 
extensive. 
(c): Suppose C is extensive and D is gotten from C by adding p • (ith row of C) to (jth row of 
C), p E ZG, i¢] .  By repeated use of (b) we may assume that p = I. If ~ =(G, x, . . . .  x,: r,, 
. . .  r.) and A(~)  = D, consider ~ '  = (G, x, . . . .  x.: r, . . . .  rj_,, r~rj, r~+t . . . .  r,). Then A(~' )  = C 
and ~ '  determines the same extension as ~. Thus D is extensive. [] 
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Finally, we draw the reader's  attention to the interesting question (first step in resolving 
Conjecture A?) as to whether it is always true that dim to= dim (-~'o). This would make 
(~" ~ Wh(G)ldim r = 2} a subgroup of Wh(G).  (This set is always a semi-group, as is also pointed 
out in [7], since if (K, L )  and (K ' ,  L )  are relative 2-complexes then so is (K  U K ' ,  L).)  The 
L 
answer to this question is in fact affirmative when G = Z/(5) = {1, g, g2, g3, g,}. For  then Wh(G)  is 
infinite cyclic and any torsion element To can be represented by a I x 1 matrix of the form 
((g + g-~ - 1) ~). But, as Milnor points out [8; p. 375] the isomorphism f: G --* G given by f (g)  = g: 
induces f . :  Z (G)~Z(G)  with f . (g  + g - ' -  1)= (g2+ g-Z_  1) = (g + g -~-  1)-'. So / , (¢o)  = -Zo.  
Then, by (2.6), dim ro = dim f . ( ro )= dim ( - to )  if ~'o ~ Wh(G).  
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